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The skeletons are parameterised algorithmic schemes. We can use them to control parallel ex-
ecution of the programs. There are two possibilities for integration of the skeletons in concurrent
programming: one is to nest the skeletons in compiler and so the users are no aware of parallelism,
and the other one is to write implementation modules that can be used and changed by users.

Skeletons in functional programming languages are expressed as higher order functions and they
allow to implement the well-known parallel programming paradigm in portable, efficient programs
[1]. The skeletons can be parameterised triply: by a function that computes the value of the result,
by a strategy determining the dynamic behaviour and by types. Reactive skeletons are models of the
reactive systems, which have some interactions with their environment, but doesn’t give a final result.
Usually they are non-deterministic.

In this paper we present a set of algorithmic skeletons in the parallel lazy functional language
Concurrent Clean [2, 3]. Concurrent Clean provides process annotations for explicit thread creation
and data-driven message passing system for the communication between processes. We would like
to present the reactive skeletons with typical examples of concurrent systems.
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